Diagnosis of Mycobacterium tuberculosis using molecular biology technology
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1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is estimated to have caused the deaths of 1 billion people in the last 200 years[1]. TB is a serious and slowly developing bacterial infection that is caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis). Despite being a global disease, the burden of TB is most severe in developing countries, particularly those in South America, Asia (South-East Asia and Western Pacific regions) and Africa[2]. Although the fact that TB is almost endemic in some regions, case detection rates remain very low, posing a significant obstacle for its control. The World Health Organization's estimation of the global burden of disease caused by TB in 2009 is listed as follows: 9.4 million incident cases (range, 8.9 million–9.9 million), 14 million prevalent cases (range, 12 million–16 million), 1.3 million deaths among HIV–negative people (range, 1.2 million–1.5 million) and 0.38 million deaths among HIV–positive people (range, 0.32 million–0.45 million)[3].

TB is out of control in developing countries[4]. Overcrowding is so common that people are likely to live in dark, unventilated rooms, and thus they are more likely to be infected by TB and to receive large doses of the bacilli[5]. Patients’ resistance to the disease is reduced, particularly by malnutrition and other diseases, such as neglected tropical diseases[6,7]. Extreme poverty and all its accompaniments—malnutrition, overcrowding or homelessness, addiction, and lack of access to health care are the major driving forces underlying the presence and spread of TB, including the current increases in tuberculosis caused by multiple drug–resistant and extensively drug resistant strains[8,9]. In addition, the increase in TB in recent decades is directly connected with the HIV epidemic, and in countries with high HIV prevalence, the number of new TB cases has
tripled in the past 15 years. Developing countries bear the brunt of the epidemics of AIDS and TB, and the management of patients with both diseases poses a particular challenge in these settings[3,10]. The reemergence of tuberculosis as an important public health issue and the spread of drug-resistant tuberculosis have emphasized the need for rapid diagnosis. However, the standard culture methods currently in use are quite slow[11]. Detection of mycobacterial growth on conventional Löwenstein–Jensen medium requires 4 to 8 weeks. In addition, it requires technical skills and a high complexity bacteriology laboratory. The need for speed is also a factor when the results of tests have a positive impact to help infection control decisions regarding patient isolation and therapeutic management[12].

It is in these type of situations that molecular diagnostic methods can provide the data needed more rapidly, and in many cases it is more cost–effective than traditional culture methods[3,14]. Four years ago, we decided to develop a system of TB diagnosis that could fulfill these requirements. In this article, we presented a novel low complexity/cost integrated molecular biology dedicated system for the rapid detection of TB.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study population

From January to July 2010 we conducted this study in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Sputum specimens (one or two spot samples obtained in the morning) were collected from 66 patients with clinical manifestations of pulmonary tuberculosis.

2.2. Laboratory methods

2.2.1. Sample treatment and DNA extraction procedure

A sealed device for sample processing was designed to simultaneously preserve the bio–security of the operator and to exhibit nucleic acids for gene amplification. The schematic diagram was summarized in Figure 1.

The system was designed in order to avoid any biohazard for the operator, to be easily manipulated by untrained personnel and to have efficient sample treatment to expose Mycobacterium DNA free of contaminants. Our system was based on a series of steps that included the liquefaction of the sample (in case of sputum material), the biological inactivation of the material and the purification of DNA. Everything was a standard system of syringes, filters and absorbents. Essentially it was a cycle completely closed without contact with the environment. In the last purification, all the genetic matter present in most of the time and the totality of the sample was obtained, which was used for amplification (Figure 2).

2.2.2. DNA amplification and M. tuberculosis detection

PCR procedure was conducted with a dedicated thermocycler equipment of low cost and with an incorporated and basic fluorometer. It was designed to be used in laboratories of very low complexity. Thus it avoided the edilicia and technological infrastructure of high complexity and it was easy to operate by non specialized personnel. It used a primitive but efficient heat exchanger. It also had a serial communication port via internet or telephone modem that allowed Public Health Department to monitor and to coordinate epidemiological data in real time (Figure 3). All reagents for amplification and fluorometric detection were included in PCR microtubes in a ready use form. Five microliters of previously sample purified DNA were used for each amplification, which took approximately 2 h. After amplification PCR products were evaluated by fluorometry in the dedicated fluometer and data were logged in memory and displayed on the screen. Produced double stranded DNA was end point and fluorometrically detected in a simple but efficient low cost fluorometer designed “ad hoc”. The whole reaction was carried out in a single tube which was not opened after adding the processed sample to minimize the risk of cross contamination with amplicons. Time and temperature parameters for PCR reaction were inserted in microprocessor firmware to simplify the utilization of the equipment. The primer strategy design was based on Garcia–Quintanilla et al[15].

2.3. Statistical analysis

Assay parameters, sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and interassay coefficient were calculated. Results were expressed as proportion and 95% confidence interval was calculated. The differences between PCR and TB assays were evaluated and binomial McNemar’s test was used.

Figure 3. Low cost budget termocycler Orange G3TB for amplification of M. tuberculosis genome.

3. Results

Sputums from 66 patients (105 samples) strongly suspected by clinical parameters of TB were studied by acid-fast bacillus smears direct observation (AFB), by culture and by a balanced heminested fluorometric PCR system (Orange G3TB) that included a specially developed syringe-attached membrane in order to preserve worker’s safety and to produce a rather pure material free of potential inhibitors. DNA amplification was carried out in a low cost tuberculosis termocycler–fluorometer. It had a novel heat exchange system programmable controlled integrated circuit (PIC). The target of amplification was a segment of IS6110 insertion fragment. The assay was able to detect 30 bacillus per sample mL and it had a 99.8% interassay variation coefficient. Twenty–three samples from 19 patients were positive by Orange G3TB PCR assay and only two of them were positive by Ziehl Neelsen staining. All negative samples by AFB smear observation and confirmed by traditional culture methods were detected by PCR. In order to test simplicity of our procedure, samples processing assays were performed by duplicates including a team of laboratory technicians with only two weeks of training and clinical microbiologists. Results obtained by both teams were coincident. Samples processed by our improved extraction methodology were compared with standard TB DNA extraction method. Results were shown in Figure 4. It clearly showed that our DNA extraction system increased significantly the sensitivity of the molecular strategy for tuberculosis detection. The assay had an sensitivity of 94.5% for sputum specimens in our study, but only 10.5% in contrast with AFB. In addition, its overall specificity was 98.7%. Their corresponding NPV were 97.8 and 72.6 for Orange G3TB PCR and AFB direct observation, respectively. Total run time of the test was 4 h with 2.5 real working time. All TB detected by PCR specimens were also positive by microbiological culture and clinical criteria. In PCR positive samples, there were 2 bac pos and 17 bac neg, while only 47 bac neg without bac pos in PCR negative samples. PCR had a higher positive expression percentage (28.57%) than AFB–Ziehl–Neelsen (3.17%). And negative expression percentage in PCR was 71.43% and 96.83% was in AFB–Ziehl–Neelsen. Direct fluorescent detection and gel electrophoresis of a curve of positive control was shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Comparison of TB DNA extraction methods.
Lane 1: cont neg; lanes 2, 3: sample 1 and 2 extracted with the classic procedure; lanes 4, 5: samples 1 and 2 processed with Orange G3TB extraction Kit; lanes 6, 7: samples 1 and 2 processed with Orange G3TB enhanced extraction Kit; lane 8: cont pos.

Figure 5. Direct fluorescent detection and gel electrophoresis of a curve of positive control.
c: negative (3×10^5, 3×10^3, 3×10^1 bacillus).

4. Discussion

New technology for rapid diagnosis of tuberculosis can be applied in developing countries where the prevalence of TB is high. It is based on methods that permit recognition of mycobacterial products in clinical specimens. We have developed a semi–automated PCR diagnostic test that can detect the presence of TB. A similar test, which is described
in paper published in the New England Journal of Medicine[39], promises to help the public health sectors of low-income countries, where the occurrence of TB and multidrug-resistant pulmonary tuberculosis is high.

Previous TB diagnostic tests required skilled technicians and tools, and lacked either timeliness or sensitivity. Culture tests are highly sensitive, but these tests take as long as 2–6 weeks to produce results and demand specialized materials to support the virulent microbacteria in the culture. Although sputum smear test is quicker and produces results in about 30 min, it can only detect 10% to 75% of TB cases and requires trained microscopists. In developing countries, the technical expertise and tools needed to perform these tests are limited, and TB is often not diagnosed or treated early, which allows the disease to spread quickly in crowded living quarters and to build resistance to the drugs used in the treatment of the infection[17,18].

Nucleic acid amplification (NAA) testing is useful for rapid identification of M. tuberculosis in respiratory samples, and results can be available within two to four hours. In addition, this technique has a higher sensitivity than sputum AFB smears. It can detect as few as one M. tuberculosis organism per 100 mL of sample[19].

Several techniques have been used for TB diagnosis, such as Gen-Probe MTB (Gen-Probe Incorporated, San Diego, CA). The enhanced MTB test (E-MTB) is an improved version of the Gen-Probe MTB that was approved in 1999 by the FDA for the diagnosis of TB in either smear-positive or smear-negative cases. A larger sample can be used and the processing time is shorter than that of the earlier MTD test, which requires three hours to complete. The Amplicor M. tuberculosis test kit (Roche Diagnostic Systems, Inc., Branchburg, NJ) is FDA–approved for testing smear positive respiratory samples[16,20].

Here we presented the new heminested fluorometric PCR-based TB diagnostic test–called Orange G3TB, which is fast, sensitive and semi-automated. An accurate diagnosis can be obtained in less than 4 h. This novel technology increases the sensitivity and specificity for TB identification according to the results published by other authors[16,18]. Our system is semi-automated and needs little technical training to perform the assay. Orange G3TB also appears to have potential use for the determination of infectiousness. It is as specific as and more sensitive than serial AFB smear testing to screen for TB infectivity. This was illustrated in our prospective study (66 patients, total 105 samples). Two AFB smear-positive patients had also positive Orange G3TB test. In addition, another 21 samples from 16 patients with AFB smear–negative TB, were identified by Orange G3TB. The confirmation of AFB as M. tuberculosis within several hours can be valuable in the management of individual cases and permits the rapid mobilization of public health resources. Sputum specimens that are AFB positive and Orange G3TB positive always contain M. tuberculosis. Orange G3TB should be performed on all AFB smear–negative respiratory specimens. A positive Orange G3TB of an AFB smear–negative respiratory sample is diagnostic of tuberculosis.

A positive Orange G3TB result may be valuable in the early detection of the approximately 88 percent of active tuberculosis cases that are smear–negative. It is important to note that a relatively high clinical suspicion of TB is the driving factor leading to nucleic acid amplification testing in smear–negative cases. It is certainly not appropriate to test patients with AFB–negative smears in the absence of a strong clinical suspicion.

According to FDA data, the sensitivity of the tests for TB (compared with traditional culture) is approximately 95 percent in patients with a positive AFB smear, but only about 50 percent in smear–negative cases. However, in some patient population this sensitivity could be much smaller, which results in an important number of false negative. Specificity is greater than 95 percent in either smear–negative or smear–positive samples. When molecular methods are used in conjunction with classical epidemiology, their utility for TB control will be realized[9,21].

In Argentina and in many other developing countries, the main approach for TB diagnosis is still the Ziehl Neelsen staining direct observation. AFB smear observation has a very poor sensitivity and a low negative predictive value in addition to exposing testing personnel to bacillus. Because of these technique parameter values, currently many patients are misdiagnosed and the epidemic is increasing[29].

In summary, the new heminested fluorometric PCR-based TB diagnostic test–Orange G3TB should be used in patients with an intermediate to high clinical suspicion of tuberculosis. It is helpful because the initial stains are negative in approximately 50 percent of cases. A negative NAA in this setting does not rule out tuberculosis, and additional examinations, such as bronchoscopy, are required[24,20].

Orange G3TB is successful for detecting TB directly in clinical samples, and for this reason, the” 2010 International Science and Technology Meeting” is held in Buenos Aires. Argentina awarded it a “Technological Innovation Prize”. This system was conceptualized to be used in places of technical and economic limited resources to establish rapid TB diagnosis. Its advantages make it possible to be used in regions of low economic resources, where the incidence of the disease is often the greatest. In the whole experiment, there was no exhibition of biological material to the environment. This implies a dramatic reduction of false positive rates and avoids the possible contamination.

Our results showed that Orange G3TB integrated system is a very useful tool for detecting tuberculosis disease efficiently in low bacillus load samples. Furthermore, its relatively low cost and friendly using make it feasible to run in poor development regions. These preliminary results strongly suggest that this assay yield excellent predictive positive and negative values for diagnosis of TB.

Our objective now is to redesign this device of a form that the process is realized following a continuous flow within a column or injections. And it can be assembled on industrial scale with its original characteristics of easy operation and lowest cost.

We advocate to establish a collaboration in tuberculosis research between developed and developing nations in
order to shed light on where it is most needed. Molecular epidemiology can be an important tool for understanding the current tuberculosis pandemic and for influencing the design of future policies in global TB control. Techniques based on nucleic acid detection have significantly changed pathogen disease diagnosis by improving specificity, sensitivity and accuracy. In the case of TB, a diagnostic technique based on this method would yield results in a much shorter time than the classical methods, which allow timely treatment of the disease and consequently decrease possible multi–drug resistance of TB. The goal of innovative technologies and discoveries in the diagnostic field is to treat the right patient with right therapies and tools.
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